
 —  Pastel pop interiors: 3 
 ways to get the look 
 Bring the joyful feeling of summer into your home with a vibrant 
 pastel palette, curved accents and calming, natural textures. 

 Rebecca Snowden, Interior Style Advisor at Furniture And Choice 
 (  FurnitureChoice.co.uk  ), shares 3 ways to bring that  summer 
 holiday feeling into your home. 

 1.  Play up whimsical accessories 

 Harlow 2 Seater Sofa  - £549.99 -  www.furniturechoice.co.uk 

https://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/
https://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/living-room-furniture/sofas/fabric-sofas/harlow-light-grey-fabric-2-seater-sofa_fs10002099
https://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/


 Brighten up the living room with accent colours, reminiscent of a summer carnival. 
 “Start by grounding the room with white walls and a modern light grey sofa,” 
 Rebecca says. “Take inspiration from summer’s vibrant and playful palette with 
 accessories in mustard yellow, watermelon pink and bold orange.” Layer cushions in 
 a variety of soft, calming shapes and choose abstract floral artwork to evoke the 
 feeling of being outdoors. When it comes to patterns, capture that fun-loving holiday 
 spirit with whimsical florals or candy cane stripes. 

 2.  Brighten up with a painted arch 

 Hatton and Bewley dining set  - £449.99 -  www.furniturechoice.co.uk 

 Take a cue from the summer sunshine and jazz up the dining room with a painted 
 arch. “Arches help zone areas of the home and make small spaces feel bigger,” 
 Rebecca advises. “Incorporate this design trend using a bold yellow hue to perk up 
 the rest of your interior.” Since the arch is the focal point of the room, keep the rest of 
 the décor neutral. Complement the yellow backdrop with the natural wood tones of a 
 round oak and glass dining table. Choose a rattan pendant light to highlight the 
 curved details of the room. Then tie the look together with a fresh floral bouquet for a 
 full-on summery vibe. 
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https://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/dining-room-furniture/dining-tables-and-chairs/hatton-round-oak-and-glass-dining-table-with-2-bewley-oatmeal-chairs_ds10010988
https://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/


 3.  Soften with pastels and curved shapes 

 Caro Double Bed  - £329.99 -  www.furniturechoice.co.uk 

 “Bring summer’s dreamy aesthetics to the bedroom with a palette of soft pink and 

 sunny yellow,” Rebecca says. “Make a statement with pink fluted wall panels. 

 Meanwhile, set the tone for relaxation with a grey fabric bed.” With a cosy base in 

 place, layer the room with different textures such as cotton, linen, wood or rattan. 

 Bring in pops of mustard yellow through artwork or with throws and cushions. Play 

 up the softness of the room with curved accents. Opt for pieces such as a wooden 

 light fixture, mushroom lamp and decorative vases for a soothing touch. 

 ENDS 

 For more information or to contact our PR team, please visit our  Press Centre  . 
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https://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/bedroom/beds/caro-oatmeal-fabric-double-bed_fb10001472
https://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/
https://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/press-centre/


 About Furniture And Choice: 

 We’re a furniture company that helps you achieve stylish room ideas at 
 feel-good prices. And we back it up with free delivery and free returns. And 
 0% finance and UK customer service. And thousands of independent 5-star 
 reviews. 

 We're Furniture And Choice and since 2005 we've made it easy to transform 
 your home. 

 To find out more, visit  https://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/about-us/ 
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